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Abstract 

Acoustic metamaterials are a family of engineered materials that can be designed 

to possess flexible acoustic properties. They are composed of subwavelength periodic 

structures that can be homogenized as effective materials within the designed frequency 

bands. Acoustic wave controlling devices with spatially inhomogeneous or/and 

anisotropic acoustic properties can be designed with metamaterials. The early versions 

of acoustic metamaterials generally share several drawbacks that limit their applications: 

relatively high loss, narrow bandwidth, as well as difficulty in fabricating multiple 

samples with uniform properties. In this work, we approach these issues with a family 

of geometry-based acoustic metamaterials and demonstrate several devices based on 

these building blocks with various wave manipulation functionalities. The presented 

acoustic metamaterial-based devices are categorized into two kinds. The first kind of 

devices, including negative refraction prism, planar acoustic lenses, beam-steering 

metasurfaces and phase acoustic holograms, control the propagation or the states of 

existence of acoustic waves. The second kind focuses on a reciprocal process—instead of 

controlling the forward propagation, the sensing signals are modulated with 

randomized resonant metamaterials to realize computation sensing. 

Our research approach is summarized as follows: firstly, we designed various 

metamaterial unit cells as the building blocks, adding to the existing unit cell library. 

Particularly, a family of labyrinthine or space-coiling unit cells provide access to a 
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broader materials parameters space previously inaccessible by conventional spring-mass 

model-based unit cell designs. Second, with the extended unit cell library, we designed 

thin planar wave modulation devices, including acoustic lenses and metasurfaces that 

can bend the acoustic beam as predicted by the Generalized Snell’s Law. Third, we 

extend the spatially inhomogeneous modulation from 1D to 2D by designing computer 

generated phase holograms. Last but not least, a metamaterial-based compressive sensor 

is designed and demonstrated for the localization of multiple audio sources and the 

separation of overlapping audio signals. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

1.1 Materials and Societies 

Human beings discover and employ materials throughout our evolution process. 

Often the functionalities and performance of the available materials mark the level of 

development of civilization. Stone, wood and mammal skins are the few accessible 

materials for our ancestors in the Stone Age. Since then, metals such as bronze and iron 

started to be put into prevalent usage in all aspects of social developments: warfare, 

commerce, art (musical instruments in particular), agriculture and so on. The almost 

ubiquitous applications of metallic materials inspire people to study and experiment 

ways of improving and creating materials. 

Our ancestors’ efforts of creating materials that cannot be found in nature date 

back to Bronze Age, when people discovered that stronger materials could be formed by 

combining copper and tin. Besides various types of alloy, ceramic is another family of 

man-made materials that possesses centuries of engineering history. Since the 20th 

century, synthetic polymers started to become the prominent materials for industrial 

applications, thanks to their low cost and steady material properties.  

Traditional man-made materials derive their properties from atoms or molecules. 

For example, synthesized plastics obtain their properties from their constituting organic 

polymers. Although large ranges of mechanical, thermal, biodegradable properties have 
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been achieved with traditional man-made materials, their interactions with waves 

hardly differ from the limited range covered by natural materials.  

Wave-matter interactions are determined by structures beyond mere molecular 

and atomic levels. The constituents on the scales below or at interested wavelengths all 

contribute to how waves behave in the matters. The engineering of these structures in 

turn will provide new ways of controlling the waves, and thus tailoring the effective 

material properties.  

The structures can be engineered on the scale of the interested wavelengths. In 

this region, scattering will dominate the wave-matter interactions. Band structures can 

be created with proper design of the periodic arrays of unit cells. This category of 

engineered materials is termed as ‘photonic crystal’ for electromagnetic waves or 

‘phononic crystal’ for acoustic waves. It is, however, not the focus of this dissertation.  

The wave-controlling structures can also be designed on scales much smaller 

than, typically 5% to 20% of, the interested wavelengths. In such a regime, the 

heterogeneous content inside a unit cell structure is ‘overlooked’ by the wave, which 

perceives the unit cell with its inner structure as a homogeneous block. Such unit cells 

thus become a platform for embedding new physical properties to the effective 

materials. For example, a resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) circuit can acts as the inner 

structure of an electromagnetic metamaterial and it introduces a resonant dispersion to 

its electromagnetic material properties.  
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1.2 A Brief History of Acoustic Metamaterials 

Different families of metamaterials correspond to different types of wave: 

electromagnetic metamaterials, acoustic metamaterials, elastic metamaterials, matter-

wave metamaterials, etc. Acoustic metamaterials are the focuses of this dissertation; 

however, the emergence and development of acoustic metamaterials are closely related 

to their electromagnetic counterparts.  

Early works on electromagnetic metamaterials were motivated by the goal of 

accessing unexplored material parameter spaces. For example, double negative material 

parameters--simultaneous negative permittivity and permeability. The field of acoustic 

metamaterials emerged with similar motivations at almost the same time with 

electromagnetic metamaterials. The similarities between electromagnetic constitutive 

material parameters and acoustic counterparts were identified from the beginning of 

this field (Cummer and Schurig, 2007). Therefore, many design concepts in the field of 

electromagnetic metamaterials can be mapped to the acoustic domain to achieve similar 

properties. Acoustic resonances were created to obtain similar resonant dispersions of 

material parameters.  

The first acoustic metamaterial is a composite resonant structure with metallic 

sphere and rubber coatings designed by Liu and coworkers (Liu et al., 2000). Six years 

later, another milestone work by Fang and coworkers demonstrates an underwater 

ultrasound metamaterial (Fang et al., 2006). The subwavelength unit cells with 
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Helmholtz resonators resemble closely the aforementioned RLC lumped elements in 

electromagnetic metamaterials. The acoustic responses around resonant frequency can 

be equivalently interpreted as negative bulk modulus. Soon afterwards, Yang and 

coworkers from Hong Kong, and Lee and coworkers from South Korea undertook 

complimentary works demonstrating membrane-based metamaterials with negative 

dynamic densities (Yang et al., 2008, Lee et al., 2010). 

Beyond parameters on the four quadrants of density-bulk modulus space as 

shown in Figure 1, other types of unconventional material properties have also been of 

interest in the field of acoustic metamaterials. For example, highly anisotropic 

metamaterials (Li et al., 2010), which can create flat dispersion curve and be used to 

couple the evanescent modes with large transverse wavenumbers into the propagating 

modes to achieve subwavelength imaging. Another example is an active metamaterial, 

which can be designed with strong nonlinear properties with the embedded sensing-

actuation mechanisms (Popa et al., 2014). 
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FIGURE 1.1: Material parameters space. Density and bulk modulus plane are 

highlighted and other properties (such as anisotropy, nonlinearity) are indicated by 

another axis. 

 

1.3 Effective Acoustic Materials Properties and Physical 
Mechanisms 

The following section will showcase several commonly adopted mechanisms for 

acoustic metamaterial designs. 

1.3.1 Non-Resonant Composite  

Non-resonant composite metamaterials refer to those types of metamaterials 

whose properties are the volume-weighted average of their constituents. Without 

resonances, the constituting material properties bound the overall effective material 

properties. In optical regime, non-resonant composite metamaterials made of metal and 

dielectric conveniently offer unconventional properties (such as smaller-than-unity 
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permittivity) (Cai et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2011), since the permittivity of metal and 

dielectric are opposite in signs. In acoustic regime, interesting properties are instead 

mostly derived from constituents with significant property contrast (For example, air 

and bronze have significant contrasts in their acoustic properties as shown in Table 

(1.1)).  

TABLE 1.1: Acoustic properties of air and bronze. The characteristic specific 

acoustic impedance of bronze is three orders-of-magnitude larger than that of 

air in adiabatic condition. 

 3( / )kg m  ( )B Pa  ( / )Z B Pa s m   

Air 1.25 

51.42 10  

(adiabatic) 

24.21 10  

Bronze 8700  71.63 10  53.77 10  

 

 

FIGURE 1.2: A simple acoustic metamaterial based on 1D layered media. This 

type of structure exhibits effective anisotropic density. 

 

A simple example is provided here to illustrate the design of non-resonant 

composite acoustic metamaterials. Figure 1.2 shows an acoustic metamaterial by 
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alternating two layers of conventional materials. Under long wavelength limit, the 

effective bulk modulus is 1 1 1

1 1 2 2

1 2

1
( )effB d B d B

d d

     


, while the dynamic density 

components are anisotropic: 1 1 2 2

1 2

1
( )x d d

d d
     


 and 

1 1 1

1 1 2 2

1 2

1
( )y d d

d d
       


. Assuming 1 2  , 1

1

1 2

x

d

d d
 


 and 

1 12
2

1 2

y

d

d d
  


, thus the contrast between the two density components are 

1 2 1

1 2 2

1x

y

d d

d d

 

 
 


 and a large anisotropy is thus achieved. As an example, if material 

1 (marked in blue) is air and material 2 (mark in orange) is bronze, their contrast in 

specific acoustic impedance is about three orders-of-magnitude, thus they form 

metamaterials with significant anisotropic effective parameters (Li et al., 2009; 

Zigoneanu et al., 2014) and can be utilized to constrain the degree-of-freedom of the 

propagation of acoustic waves. 

 

1.3.2 Mie Resonance-Based Metamaterials 

The resonances employed in designing acoustic metamaterials can be generally 

categorized into two kinds: Mie resonance-based and spring-mass resonator-based. Mie 

resonances occur when the sizes of the scatterers are comparable to the wavelengths. 

Unlike spring-mass resonators, which oscillate energy back and forth between two 
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forms of energy states (kinetic and elastic ones), Mie resonances are generated by the 

interferences between the forward and the backward scattering. Figure 1.3 shows an 

example of Mie-resonance-based metamaterials, made of suspended rubber spheres in 

water. The effective material parameters can be expressed with monopolar and dipolar 

scattering modes: 

1 1

0 03

0

3
[ ( ) 1]

( )
eff

f
B B D

i k R
    

0

13

0

1 3
[ ]

122
2 ( )

( )

eff f
D

i k R

 



  



 

Where 0B  and 0  are the bulk modulus and density of the background medium, 

0( )D   and 1( )D   are the scattering coefficient functions of the monopolar and dipolar 

modes. Careful engineering of 0( )D   and 1( )D   can bring about interesting properties 

to the materials. One example is a double-negative acoustic metamaterial (Li and Chan, 

2004).  
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FIGURE 1.3: A type of Mie resonance-based metamaterials: a matrix of rubber 

spheres suspended in water. 

 

1.3.3 Spring-Mass Resonator-Based Metamaterials 

Spring-mass model is one of the most commonly adopted models describing the 

form of the existence of mechanical energy. Using acoustic-electric analogy, the spring-

mass system can be understood as acoustic lumped elements: the mass m is an 

‘inductor’ while the spring is a ‘capacitor’. The resonance of a spring-mass system is 

similar to that of a RLC system, and the responses of the spring-mass system can be 

effectively interpreted as unconventional acoustic material properties. Here two 

examples are presented to demonstrate the mechanisms of spring-mass resonator-based 

metamaterials. 

a. A matrix of rubber-coated lead sphere 
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This very first demonstration of acoustic metamaterial consists of a matrix of 

lead sphere coated with rubber (Liu et al., 2000). Each unit cell of this 

metamaterial is essentially a three-dimensional spring-mass system. At 

resonance, the metamaterial has negative elastic properties and reflects all the 

incident acoustic energy. 

 

FIGURE 1.4: The unit cell (A) and the sonic crystal (B) consisting 8*8 unit cells. (C) 

shows the elastic modulus as well as the transmitted phase. The lattice constant is two 

orders of magnitude smaller than the interested wavelengths. 

 

b. Side branch Helmholtz resonator array 

A Helmholtz resonator is a common realization of a spring-mass system, 

even though their appearances would not reveal that fact obviously. The 
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fluid in the neck acts as a mass, while that in the cavity acts as an elastic 

spring.  

 

FIGURE 1.5: Helmholtz resonator-based metamaterials (Fang et al., 2006). A. A unit 

cell and its equivalent spring-mass model. B. A one-dimensional metamaterial block 

made of a daisy-chain of unit cells. C. The effective bulk modulus of the block 

demonstrates a band with negative values. 

 

The resonant frequency of a single Helmholtz resonator is determined by its 

geometry: 0
( )

nS
c

L L V
 

 
, where c  is the speed of sound, nS  is the 

cross-section area of the neck, L  is the geometrical length of the neck, L  is 

the effective length increase due to the opening of the neck, and V  is the 

volume of the cavity. When many of these resonators are connected as a 

daisy chain, the collective response exhibits a resonance and the effective 

bulk modulus of the system can be written as:  
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2
10

0 2 2

0

(1 )eff

F
B B

i



  

 
  

 

Where 0B  is the bulk modulus of the background fluid, F  is a geometrical 

factor,   is the loss coefficient. The bulk modulus has a negative band as 

shown in Figure 1.5 (C). 

1.3.4 Membrane-Based Metamaterials 

Membrane structures prevail in modern acoustic devices. For example, 

condenser microphones, dynamic loudspeakers typically employ membranes as 

interfaces between acoustic wavefronts and electronic signals. These devices, however, 

usually are purposely designed to operate far away from the resonances of the 

membranes to obtain broadband performances.  

Membrane-based metamaterials, on the other hand, harness the resonances of 

their diaphragms to achieve exotic responses, such as negative dynamic density and 

enhanced absorption. As an example, here we will demonstrate the negative dynamic 

density achieved with a simple membrane-based metamaterial.  

Consider a sound hard cylindrical pipe clamped with a membrane at one end. 

The length of the pipe is d  and the cross-section area is A . The total mass of the 

membrane is M . The conservation of momentum can be stated as  

(1 ) ( ) 0m
m

Pu P

t z d
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where 
m

M

Ad



  is the increase coefficient of density due to the mass of the 

memebrane, and mP  is the pressure increase due to the tension of the membrane. mP  

is proportional to the displacement of the membrane as 
8

mP q
A


  , where   is a 

coefficient related to the tension of the membrane. 

Rewrite the equation of the conservation of momentum, we have 

2

2

8
(1 ) 0m

q P
q

t A z


 

 
   

 
. Assuming the harmonic form for the acoustic field 

variables, we can write the equation in frequency domain as: 

2 8
(1 )m

P
q

A z


  

 
       

 

Effective dynamic density, which is defined as 
2

2

eff

P

z

q

t











, can be expressed as  

2

2 2 2 2

2

2

1 1 8 8 8
(1 ) (1 ) (1 )

(1 )

eff m m

c

P

z

q A A A

  
      

    








             

 

 

where (1 )m      and 
8

c
A








. And when the c   , the effective 

dynamic density eff  is negative, indicating the motion of the membrane is out-of-phase 

with the driving pressure. 
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One advantage of membrane-based metamaterials is their thinness, which 

renders them fitted for many applications where large covering area yet small volume is 

required. The past few years have witnessed a few demonstrations that promise the 

potential applications of membrane-based metamaterials (including diaphragms loaded 

with metallic structures) that achieve close-to-unity sound absorption at the designed 

low frequency bands (Mei et al., 2012), high efficient acoustic-to-electric energy 

conversion (Ma et al., 2014), aberration layer compensation for ultrasound imaging 

(Shen et al., 2014).  

1.3.5 Piezoelectric Active Metamaterials 

Just as active electronic components (e.g. transistors) bring about new 

possibilities in design to electronics, active acoustic metamaterials promise many design 

flexibilities in terms of material responses (e.g. nonlinearity) and tunability. Most of the 

demonstrated designs rely on electronics in the intermediate stage of signal modulation 

and power injection. Here a universal design approach (Popa et al., 2013) is described as 

an example.    

 The schematic of the unit cell is shown in Figure 1.6, where the passive and 

active responses are marked. The flow diagram below illustrates the conversion between 

pressure and voltage, as well as electronic feedback contributed by the active electronic 

components. 
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FIGURE 1.6: The schematic of an active acoustic metamaterial unit cell. The 

flow diagram below shows the path of the signal within a unit cell. 

 

 The S-parameters of the unit cell are contributed by both the passive and active 

responses of the unit cell. We can express them as:  
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where ih  is the pressure-to-voltage conversion coefficient, G  is the transfer function 

contributed by the active circuit, roh  and toh  are the voltage-to-pressure conversion 

coefficients for reflection and transmission, respectively. By designing the transfer 
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function, the total S-parameters can be tailored to a large degree of freedom to achieve 

desired effective acoustic responses. 

1.3.6 Geometry-based Labyrinthine Metamaterials 

Labyrinthine or space-coiling metamaterials employ deep subwavelength 

meandering wave-guiding channels to effectively slow down acoustic waves (Liang and 

Li, 2012; Xie et al., 2013a). Their interesting material properties are not derived from 

local resonances as in the cases of membrane-based metamaterials or Helmholtz 

resonator-based metamaterials. Therefore, their properties have relatively broader 

bandwidth and lower loss than other local resonant acoustic metamaterials. Besides, the 

geometry-based based unit cell designs render them relatively easy to fabricate 

(especially with the existing additive manufacturing technologies), stable properties. 

Chapter 2 in this dissertation is dedicated to discuss this type of metamaterials. 

1.4 Contributions 

My major contributions to this work and the related publications are listed as follows: 

 An experimental demonstration of a broadband negative refractive index of 

acoustic labyrinthine metamaterials. Two different experimental tests were 

employed to demonstrate the broadband negative refractive index: 1) the 

extractions of effective parameters based on one-dimensional reflection and 

transmission measurements; 2) two-dimensional prism-based negative refraction 

measurements. Both measurements show that properly designed labyrinthine 
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metamaterials can possess negative refractive index over broad bandwidths. (Xie 

et al., 2013a) 

 We designed five kinds of improved labyrinthine acoustic metamaterials with 

tapered channels and apertures, with the goal to reduce the large impedance 

mismatch between the unit cell and air. These designs exhibit negative refractive 

indices with modest dispersions, and also have substantially improved 

impedance matching compared to the originally proposed labyrinthine cells. 

Experimentally measured effective material parameters are in good agreement 

with numerically computed results for the first two designs. Numerical studies 

are presented for the other three unit cells. (Xie et al., 2013b) 

 We designed and experimentally demonstrated an acoustic metasurface based 

on tapered labyrinthine metamaterials. The metasurface can not only redirect an 

acoustic beam as expected from the generalized Snell’s law, but also exhibits 

various unique properties such as conversion from propagating wave to surface 

mode, and apparent negative refraction through higher-order diffraction. (Xie et 

al., 2014) 

 We designed a single-sensor acoustic sensing system that combines acoustic 

metamaterials and compressive sensing. Segregation of the audio signals is 

achieved using physical layer encoding without relying on source characteristics. 

The sensing device is demonstrated in two independent tasks: 1) spatial 
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localization of multiple sources; 2) distinguishing the overlapping audio contents 

from multiple independent sources with 96.67% correct audio recognition. (Xie et 

al., 2015) 

 We extended the one-dimensional complex modulation to two dimensions and 

demonstrate two computer-generated acoustic phase holograms. An iterative 

design algorithm based on spatial impulse responses was adopted for the 

hologram design and full-wave simulations were used to numerically verify the 

design. Experiments were carried out in an anechoic chamber and good 

agreements were found between the measured acoustic field reconstruction and 

the theoretical calculations. (Xie et al., 2016) 

Other contributions that are not covered in this dissertation are listed as follows: 

 We designed and experimentally tested a membrane-based broadband acoustic 

hyperbolic metamaterial. The proposed metamaterial consists of multiple arrays 

of clamped thin plates (membranes) and is shown to possess opposite signs of 

effective density in the orthogonal directions below a cutoff frequency of 2.69 

kHz, therefore, yielding a hyperbolic dispersion. Partial focusing and 

subwavelength imaging are experimentally demonstrated at frequencies 

between 1.0 and 2.5 kHz. The proposed metamaterial could open up new 

possibilities for sound manipulation and acoustic imaging. (Shen et al., 2015) 
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 We designed and tested an acoustic metasurfaces yielding asymmetric 

transmission. The design consists of a layer of gradient-index metasurface and a 

layer of low refractive index metasurface. Incident waves are controlled in a 

wave vector dependent manner to create strong asymmetric transmission. 

Numerical simulations and measurements show that the approach provides high 

transmission contrast between the two incident directions within the designed 

frequency band. (Shen et al., 2016) 

 We developed a method for fabricating three-dimensional microwave 

metamaterials by fused deposition modeling 3D printing of a highly conductive 

polymer composite filament. We demonstrated with numerical studies and 

experiments that the conductivity of such a filament is shown to be nearly 

equivalent to that of a perfect conductor for microwave metamaterial 

applications. We also designed, fabricated, and tested a specific example of a 3D-

printed unit cell with a broadband permittivity about 14.4. The presented 

method not only allows reliable and convenient fabrication of electromagnetic 

metamaterials with high conductivity but also opens the door to exploiting the 

third dimension of the unit cell design space to achieve electromagnetic 

properties that are difficult to access with conventional printed circuit board-

based two-dimensional designs. (Xie et al., 2017) 
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Chapter 2 Labyrinthine Acoustic Metamaterials 

2.1 Labyrinthine Metamaterial Unit Cell Designs 

Developing acoustic metamaterials with negative material parameters has been 

one of the primary motivations since the emergence of acoustic metamaterial as a 

research area. In the past, acoustic metamaterials with negative parameters (for example, 

negative bulk modulus or negative dynamic density) have been proposed and 

demonstrated with elastic composites (Liu et al., 2000), Helmholtz resonator-based unit 

cells (Fang et al., 2006) or membrane-based unit cells (Lee et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2008). 

The drawbacks of these approaches include fabrication difficulties, narrow bandwidths 

and complications to be extended to higher dimensions. 

 

FIGURE 2.1: The original theoretical proposal of a type of space-coiling acoustic 

metamaterial and its equivalent effective medium description with high index 

straightened channels (Liang and Li, 2012). 

  

The original theoretical proposal of labyrinthine or space-coiling unit cells was 

raised by Liang and Li (Liang and Li, 2012). In their work, they proposed a maze-like 
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space-coiling unit cell (shown in Figure 2.1) and demonstrated that such unit cell 

exhibits unusual dispersions, including a broadband of negative refractive index, 

supported with both the theoretical bandgap analysis and finite element method based 

numerical calculations. Inspired by their theoretical work, we designed our unit cell 

(shown in Figure 2.2) in similar spirit with considerations in mind about the feasibility of 

fabrication and measurements. The geometry of the cross-section of our unit cell is 

shown in Figure 2.2 (A). The samples, shown in Figure 2.2 (B) and (C), are fabricated 

with acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) thermoplastics using fused filament 

fabrication (FFF) 3D printing technology. 

 

FIGURE 2.2 The labyrinthine metamaterials (A) The cross section of labyrinthine 

metamaterial unit cell designed for our experiment. The thickness of the plastic stub 

(blue region) is 1 mm and the side length of the unit cell is 26 mm. (B) A fabricated 

unit cell. (C) A prism assembled with 55 identical units. 
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In order to experimentally verify the dispersion of the refractive index of the 

labyrinthine unit cell, two independent experiments were performed. The first one is a 

set of one-dimensional reflection-transmission measurements. The second one is a two-

dimensional field mapping measurement. The one-dimensional reflection-transmission 

measurements were performed in our lab-made one-dimensional waveguide. The 

refractive index n and impedance Z were retrieved by measuring the complex 

transmission and reflection using a procedure similar to that described in (Zigoneanu et 

al., 2011). The measured dispersion curve of the refractive index of the unit cell is plotted 

in Figure 2.3, which shows good agreement to the simulated results. The imaginary part 

of the refractive index is smaller than the precision of the measuring system and the 

fluctuation of it above and below zero is consistent with the close-to-zero imaginary part 

of the simulated result. 

 

FIGURE 2.3: The retrieved refractive index: the experimentally retrieved index (pink 

circles for the real part, red asterisks for the imaginary part) and the retrieved index 

from simulations (solid blue line for the real part, dashed blue line for the imaginary 

part). 
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The field mapping measurement was then performed in a parallel plate acoustic 

waveguide. Figure 2.4 compares the simulated and measured results of the negative 

refraction field at 2100 Hz. Figure 2.4 (A) and (B) are the simulation results of the prisms 

with real labyrinthine structure and a homogeneous material (parameters are obtained 

from the one-dimensional unit cell measurements). Excellent agreement between these 

two simulated field patterns is found, verifying that our labyrinthine structures 

effectively act as a homogeneous material. Figure 2.4 (D) is the measured field pattern at 

the same frequency, which agrees well with both simulations. The measured result 

clearly shows a negative refractive beam at the right-hand side of the air-prism interface. 

Simulations of different sized prisms were studied and the results indicate that the 

negative refraction angle is independent of the structural setup of the prism, ruling out 

the possibilities that the negative refraction results from the resonances or edge effects of 

the prism. 
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FIGURE 2.4: The simulated and the measuremental results showing the negative 

refraction at the prism-air interface: (A) The simulated field pattern at 2100 Hz of a 

prism made of real labyrinthine structures. (B) The simulated field pattern at 2100 Hz 

of a prism made of homogeneous material whose effective parameters are retrieved 

from the one-dimensional reflection/transmission measurements at 2100 Hz. (C) 

Zoomed-in plot of the highlighted region in (b). (D) Measured field pattern at 2100 

Hz. 

Field patterns over the frequency range from 2000 Hz to 2700 Hz were examined 

and a moderately dispersive negative refractive index was found. As the frequency 

increases, the refracted beam bends towards the normal to air-prism interface, indicating 

the refractive index increases from significantly negative values to zero. At certain 

frequencies, we find that the exiting energy splits into several lobes (For example, 2300 

Hz shown in Figure 2.5)). The multiple beam behavior is likely to result from the relative 

small size of the prism compared to the wavelength and the simulated result of the 

prism composed of homogeneous effective materials show the same phenomenon. 
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FIGURE 2.5: Measured dispersion characteristics of the prism: measured field 

pattern at 2000 Hz , 2300 Hz  and 2600 Hz respectively. 

In summary, we demonstrated that a labyrinthine acoustic metamaterial exhibits 

a broadband of negative refractive index. The non-resonant space-coiling mechanism of 

the unit cell allows for extreme effective material parameters with minimal loss. The 

study presented above opens the door to a new family of labyrinthine acoustic 

metamaterials with different emphasis on material properties. The next section will 

present more labyrinthine unit cell designs. 

 

2.2 Tapered Labyrinthine Unit Cells 

The labyrinthine unit cell design presented in the above section shows potentials 

as the unit cell of choice in applications where negative parameters, low absorption, as 

well as wide operating bandwidth are desired. However, one significant disadvantage is 

its relatively poor impedance matching between the background medium (e.g. air) and 

the unit cell. This section documents our study on engineering the complex impedance 
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of the unit cell and extending the space-coiling design approach to three-dimensional 

unit cells. Part of the work presented here can be found in (Xie et al., 2013b). 

Five unit cells are showcased here with their measured and/or simulated 

effective material parameters. All these unit cells possess modest dispersion of negative 

refractive index and significantly improved impedance matching relative to the original 

labyrinthine unit cell presented in the last section. The geometry of these metamaterials 

can be easily tailored to suit the needs of specific applications and they can be reliably 

fabricated with existing rapid prototyping technology. We will demonstrate in Chapter 3 

and Chapter 4 that the tapered labyrinthine unit cells introduced here can be useful for 

subwavelength diffractive acoustic devices. Other possible applications include 

transformation acoustics, acoustic holography and coherent imaging. 

Tapered designs are widely applied in electromagnetic antennas and 

transmission lines for the purpose of optimizing impedance matching and increasing 

operating bandwidth (Pozar, 2009). In applied acoustics, tapered acoustic waveguides 

are also commonly utilized in musical instruments and loudspeaker systems for similar 

purposes (Fletcher and Rossing, 1998). The gradually varying cross section area in a 

tapered structure, such as an exponential acoustic horn, diminishes the mismatch of the 

transverse components of a wave induced by the abrupt change of the cross-section area 

(Blackstock, 2000), thus, increasing the efficiency of the power transmission. 
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Metamaterial unit cell designs can exploit similar tapering design to improve the 

performance of desired properties. 

The physics behind the tapering design can be explained as follows. Assuming a 

tapered structure whose cross-section area along the wave travelling path can be 

expressed as ( )S  , where   is the spatial coordinate along the wave path. Under long 

wavelength approximation, the acoustic wave equation can be expressed as 

2 2

2 2 2

ln ( ) 1p S p p

c t



  

   
 

   
, which is known as Webster equation (Webster, 1919). The 

second term 
ln ( )S p

 

 

 
 will render the dispersion relation to be geometry dependent 

and result in a complex impedance which can be expressed as ' 2

0 0 1 ( )c cZ Z j
 

 
   . 

Therefore, the complex impedance can be engineered by properly designing the 

geometry of the wave-guiding structure of the unit cell. 

The first unit cell is a tapered version of the labyrinthine unit cell described in the 

previous session. A fabricated sample is shown in Figure 2.6 (A). This unit cell possesses 

similar meandering channels as its untapered version, however, the inner structure is 

rotated by an angle of about 30° to form horn-shaped ports at its four corners. The 

aperture of each port is 6.9 mm, which is about 4.3 times the width of the inner channel. 

Compared to its untapered version, the impedance of the tapered unit cell has an 

impedance 30% lower over the frequency range where both unit cells are away from 
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resonances. Figure 2.6 (B) compares the measured and simulated refractive indices and 

impedances. The measured results match reasonably well with the FEA simulation and 

minor discrepancies are attributed to the fabrication defects. Both measured and 

simulated results indicate broadband negative refractive index over the frequency range 

from 2400 Hz to 3000 Hz with close-to-zero imaginary parts. Its impedance remains 

relatively constant over the negative refractive index frequency range and a resonance 

peak occurs when the refractive index approaches zero. 

 

FIGURE 2.6: Horn-port labyrinthine unit cell. (A) Cross sectional geometry and a 

photograph of a 3D printed sample. (B) Experimentally measured and calculated 

refractive index and impedance. 

 

Then we will describe here three unit cells with spiral geometry incorporated. 

Spiral geometries are favored both by nature and engineers and they are inherently 

tapered structures with simple mathematical expressions. Natural and engineered 
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examples involving spirals can be found in many gastropod shells, cochlea of human 

inner ears as well as architectural designs and microwave antennas. Figure 2.7 (A) is the 

cross section and a photograph of an anisotropic spiral unit cell. Such kind of unit cells 

can be utilized for phase engineering purpose as we will describe in the latter sections. 

The spiral curves within the blue dashed rectangle in Figure 2.7 (A) can be expressed in 

parametric form as ( )*

1 2( ) ( ) ( )br a e         . The tapering structure outside the 

blue dashed region only slightly contributes to the impedance matching and wave 

modulation. This part if designed as a reservoir space to accommodate higher level of 

coiling than the presented example. By tuning the two angular dependent coefficients 

( )a   and ( )b   well as angular span 1  and 2 , a large range of effective parameters can 

be covered. In order to estimate the level of space coiling of the unit cells, we define here 

a geometric factor avL

D
  , termed as coiling coefficient, in which avL  is the average 

wave path inside the meandering channel and D  is the side length of the unit cell along 

the wave propagation direction. For the anisotropic spiral unit cell, the coiling coefficient 

is about 3.1, meaning that the length of the inner path is 3.1 times the side length of the 

unit cell. A rough estimation of the refractive index can thus be formulated as 

2
eff

c

D


 


  . 
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FIGURE 2.7: Anisotropic spiral unit cell. (A) Geometry of the cross section of the unit 

cell, an equivalent transmission line diagram and a photograph of a 3D printed 

sample. (B) Experimentally measured and numerically retrieved refractive index and 

impedance. 

 

The complex impedance eff eff effZ R jX   of the anisotropic spiral unit cell is 

dominated by its imaginary part effX  below 2700 Hz, thus the transmission through the 

unit cell is relatively low. Such dispersion property is similar to an exponential horn 

waveguide characterized as ( ) hr e   , which is a high-pass structure with a cutoff 

frequency depending on its geometrical factor h. The high-pass property of the 

anisotropic unit cell is expected since its impedance can be regarded as a series 

connection of two identical quasi-exponential waveguides, as depicted in the equivalent 

distributed transmission line model in Figure 2.7 (A). For applications requiring 

relatively high transmission, frequency range from 2550 Hz to 3400 Hz where 
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transmission surpasses 70% is likely to be attractive. Around 3000 Hz, the transmission 

reaches its peak value of 93%. It is also worth noting that the uniqueness of the 

frequency span from 2550 Hz to 3400 Hz lies in the simultaneous occurrence of the high 

transmission and negative refractive index (n varies from -1.9 at 2500 Hz to -0.56 at 3400 

Hz). 

The above anisotropic unit cell is designed for modulating wave in one 

dimension. Possible applications include grating and holographic modulation panel. An 

isotropic version is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The coiling coefficient for this unit cell is 

estimated as 3.95   by taking the average path along the waveguiding channel inside 

the unit cell. The parameters retrieved from simulation over the range 2000 Hz to 3500 

Hz is shown in Figure 2.8 (B). To analyze the dispersion of the impedance of the 

isotropic spiral cell, we model it as a distributed transmission line as shown in Figure 2.8 

(A). Assuming the impedance of a single component is , then the ABCD matrix can be 

derived as 

2

2

3 4

2
3

Z
A B

C D
Z

 
      
 

  

 and the complex transmission coefficient can be 

formulated as 10 2
21

2 0

(3 2 )iso Z Z
S

Z Z

   . This will result in a different dispersion of 

transmission from the previous high-pass anisotropic spiral unit cell whose complex 

transmission is 1

21 1(1 )anisoS Z   . The transmission of the isotropic spiral unit cell ranges 

from 55% to 80% through the frequency span from 2000 Hz to 3500 Hz. The proposed 
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unit cell is made of aluminum assuming a density of 32700kg m  and a speed of sound 

of 6299m s . The designed thickness of the spiral geometry is 0.5 mm and the unit cell 

could be fabricated with existing high-resolution Computer Numeric Control (CNC) 

machining systems. Besides the diffractive acoustics and coherent imaging applications 

as the anisotropic spiral unit cells, the isotropic versions are likely to be useful in two-

dimensional conformal transformation acoustic devices that need isotropic and negative 

refractive indices. 

 

FIGURE 2.8: Isotropic spiral unit cell. (A) Geometry of the cross section of the unit 

cell, an equivalent transmission line diagram and a computer-generated 3D model. (B) 

Numerically retrieved refractive index and impedance. 

Additional degrees of control over the dispersion of this isotropic spiral unit cell 

can be easily achieved just with a twist along the unit cell’s height. A 3D model of a twist 

unit cell is shown in Figure 2.9 (A). This unit cell is derived from the previous non-

twisted isotropic spiral unit cell by applying a twist of 18° along its 5.08 cm height. In 
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order to confine the rotated cross section within the 25 25mm mm  area, the two-

dimensional spiral geometry is gradually shrunk along the height. Figure 2.9 (A) also 

compares the cross sections at the bottom and the top. The dimension of the top spiral 

geometry is 0.825 that of the bottom (which has a coiling coefficient around 3.7). 

Therefore, the overall effective elapsed phase and the coiling coefficient of the unit cell 

are decreased compared to the non-twisted version, which is confirmed by the 

numerically calculated parameters shown in Figure 2.9 (B). The 18° twist shifts the 

dispersion of the refractive index around 250 Hz in average towards higher frequency. 

Even higher degree of tunability of parameters can be achieved with larger twisted 

angles. 

 

FIGURE 2.9: Isotropic spiral unit cell with 18° twist along its height. (A) A computer-

generated 3D model. (B) Numerically retrieved refractive index and impedance. 
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It is also straightforward to extend the two-dimensional space-coiling design to 

all three dimensions. Figure 2.10 is an example of a three-dimensional version of the 

anisotropic spiral unit cell. The incident wave is guided into the central helical channel 

by a tapered horn aperture. The transmission in the helical path is close to unity. The 

incident wave exits the unit cell through another tapered aperture. The exploitation of 

the third dimension significantly increases the coiling coefficient and lowers the 

interested negative refractive index frequency range. Figure 2.10 shows a three-

dimensional helical unit cell, which possesses a high negative index span from 200 Hz to 

300 Hz, where the transmission ranges from 35% to 50%. Such unit cell holds the 

potential for low frequency sound manipulation. 

 

FIGURE 2.10: Three-dimensional helical space-coiling unit cell. (A) A computer-

generated 3D model and a schematic diagram of the propagation of acoustic wave 

inside the seven-layer space coiling helical structure. (B) Numerically retrieved 

refractive index and impedance. 
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In summary, we described five labyrinthine or space-coiling acoustic 

metamaterial unit cells in this section. Tapered designs are employed to significantly 

improve the impedance matching compared to the previously reported labyrinthine unit 

cell designs. The expanded unit cell library makes possible the diffractive wave 

manipulation devices including metasurfaces and planar lenses, as we will describe in 

the latter sections. 

2.3 Discussion and Future Works 

Labyrinthine or space-coiling metamaterials are being actively explored by 

researchers in the area of acoustic metamaterials. Beyond negative refractive indices and 

space-coiling based phase delays, several paths have been paved towards the future 

applications of these unit cells. For example, Cheng et al. has demonstrated multipolar 

behavior caused by Mie resonances in high-coiling labyrinthine unit cells (Cheng et al., 

2015). Another direction is to exploit the third-dimension of the unit cell to achieve 

higher level of space-coiling (Xie et al., 2013b; Frenzel et al., 2013). 
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Chapter 3 Acoustic Metasurfaces 

Metasurfaces are a recently emerged category of wavefront shaping devices with 

planar profile and subwavelength thickness. These engineered surfaces allow flexible 

control over wavefronts with spatially inhomogeneous elements that modulates the 

transmitted or reflected amplitudes and phases of the incident waves. 

Electromagnetic metasurfaces designed for different spectral ranges have been 

experimentally realized with optical antennas or microwave metamaterials. However, it 

remains challenging to map the functionalities of electromagnetic metasurfaces to the 

acoustic domain, mainly due to the mechanical nature and distinct properties of acoustic 

waves.  

In this chapter, we demonstrate an acoustic metasurface capable of general 

wavefront modulation with four wave manipulation functionalities: anomalous 

refraction, surface wave conversion, beam-steering and apparent negative refraction 

through higher order diffraction (Xie et al., 2014). We verify that the generalized Snell’s 

law provides a reasonably accurate description for the first two properties. The last two 

properties, in contrast, are produced from the interaction of the periodicity of the 

metasurface and the spatially varying phase modulation, creating an additional term in 

the generalized Snell’s law. Such thin planar acoustic metasurfaces, along with existing 

bulk metamaterials, provide new building blocks for acoustic wave controlling devices. 
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3.1 Engineering Surface Phase Gradient and Anomalous 
Refraction 

To design a metasurface with subwavelength thickness, planar profile and nearly 

arbitrary wavefront modulation, demanding requirements need to be placed upon the 

material parameters. Labyrinthine metamaterials show promise as building blocks for 

such wavefront-shaping metasurfaces. This family of unit cells feature high energy 

throughput, flexible amplitude and phase modulation ranges and non-resonant 

dispersion. Under the guidance of the generalized Snell’s law (Yu et al., 2011), we 

therefore designed our metasurface based on a series of tapered labyrinthine 

metamaterials. The classical Snell’s law rests upon the assumption that the accumulated 

phase is continuous across the interface. However, introduction of abrupt phase over a 

subwavelength thickness of structure generalizes the Snell’s law with an extra term 

describing the phase gradient on the surface ( sd

dx


  ):  

0(sin sin )t i k       (3-1) 

By engineering the phase gradient term, a large range of wavefront modulations 

can be realized—including focusing, beam steering, conversion from cylindrical wave to 

plane wave to name a few.  
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FIGURE 3.1: Wavefront modulating thin planar metasurface and its constituting 

elements. (a) Concept schematic of a planar acoustic metasurface and the generalized 

Snell’s law. Dashed arrow line indicates the positive refraction/reflection ray 

(corresponding to the modulation effect described by the generalized Snell’s law) and 

solid arrow line indicates the negative refraction/reflection ray (corresponding to the 

effects caused by the higher order diffraction). (b) Photograph of the fabricated unit 

cell prototypes. (c) 6 types of unit cells and the corresponding phase changes through 

the unit cells. 

 

Figure 3.1 (B) and (C) showcase six types of tapered labyrinthine unit cells with 

different complex modulation. This set of unit cells have uniform thickness (the marked 

dimension d in Figure 3.1 (B)) that is around 25% to 35% of the wavelength of the 

interested frequency range (2500 Hz to 3500 Hz) and the difference of their modulated 

phase change covers a complete 2  range with single layer (reflective case) or double 

layers (transmissive case). Figure 3.2 (C) plots the phase change in each type of unit cell 

over the interested frequency range. At 3000 Hz, the difference of phase change between 
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adjacent types of unit cell is about 
6


 and the phase difference is roughly preserved over 

a broad bandwidth. A transmissive metasurface composed of this set of unit cells 

approximates a phase gradient of 
2


, where   is the array period of the metasurface 

(We define the array period as the width of six unit cells.). The generalized Snell’s law 

predicts the transmitted angle to be 
0

arcsin(sin )t i
k


   , although as we show below, 

an additional term can be important due to the periodicity of the six-unit cell array.  

We first examine the case of normal incidence, i.e., 0i  . Here two metasurfaces 

with different gradient of phase  were investigated. The measurement results for 0  , 

13.3(2 )rad m      and 16.7(2 )rad m      were compared with the theoretical 

transmitted angles calculated with the generalized Snell’s law (shown as the blue solid 

curve in Figure 3.2 (B)) and excellent agreement is found. The effects of oblique 

incidence will be explored in the subsequent part. 
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FIGURE 3.2: Anomalous refraction measurements. (a) Experimental setup. The top 

plate of the waveguide (not shown in the diagram) is located 50.8 mm above the 

bottom plate. Blue region is the measuring area and the starting line of the measuring 

zone (y=40 cm) is 3.4 cm away from the exiting interface of the metasurface. (b) The 

relation between the transmitted angles and the phase gradients of the metasurfaces 

at normal incidence. Blue solid line is the theoretical prediction from 

0

arcsin(sin )t i
k


    and red squares are the measured values. The corresponding 

measured field patterns for these three phase gradients are shown in (c). 

 

3.2 Evanescent Surface Mode Converted from Propagating Wave 

When the incident angle  approaches a certain critical angle , the transmitted 

wave will bend towards the surface and then become evanescent on the transmitted 
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side. A theoretical estimation using a simple model with continuously varying phase 

modulation gives the value of the critical angle as 
0

arcsin(1 ) 13.7c
k


     for the case 

of 16.7(2 )rad m     . The measured field pattern for 25i   (this angle is located 

around the center of the blue region) is shown in Figure 3.3 (A) where the non-radiating 

surface mode can be clearly seen. Figure 3.3 (B) shows the spatial Fourier transform of 

the measured near field along the surface, which proves that the modulated wave has a 

transverse wave vector larger than that of the free-space propagation and thus the 

wavevector component perpendicular to the surface has an imaginary value 

2 2

0z xk i k k  . The surface mode created is so-called ‘driven’ surface wave described by 

(Sun et al., 2012) and is different from propagating surface waves. According to the 

simulation, when the system is ideally lossless, converted energy will re-radiate back 

towards the incident side.  However, when the system has a realistic amount of loss, the 

reflected energy will be significantly reduced. Figure 3.3 (C) compares the scattered field 

pattern of within the surface mode region ( 20i  ) and that in the transmitting region 

( 10i  ). Only 27.8% of the incident energy is scattered in the formal case while 89.0% 

is scattered for the latter. The ‘driven’ surface mode can be coupled into propagating 

surface wave structure with high efficiency.  
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FIGURE 3.3: Measurements of evanescent mode on the transmitted side and 

anomalous reflection. (a) Measured near-field of the evanescent mode on the 

transmitted side for 25i  . (b) Spatial Fourier transform of the measured near-field 

pressure along the metasurface, compared with the simulated result and reference 

free-space wavevector to prove the evanescent nature of the mode. (c) Scattered fields 

obtained from simulation for 20i   and 10i  . 

 

3.3 Extraordinary Beam Steering and Apparent Negative 
Refraction 

When the array period is comparable with wavelength, diffraction effects from 

periodicity will play a crucial role in wave propagation, and the generalized Snell’s law 

of refraction/reflection will become wave-vector dependent. Under this condition, Eq. (3-

1) can be reformulated as  

0(sin sin )t i Gk n G       (3-2) 
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where G is the amplitude of the reciprocal lattice vector. The structure can be 

regarded as a phononic crystal whose lattice element is a set of inhomogeneous and 

dispersive metamaterial unit cells (Fietz et al., 2011). In one-dimensional case, 

isofrequency surface analysis can be used for predicting the diffractive properties of the 

incident wave.  

 

FIGURE 3.4: Extraordinary beam-steering and negative refraction. (a) Relation 

between incidence angle i  and transmitted angle t . The theoretical curve is 

calculated based on the generalized Snell’s law with the non-local term Gn G  taken 

into consideration (equation (3-2)).  (b) Polar plot of the measured (dots) and 

simulated (solid lines) radiation patterns for incident angle of 5° (smaller than c ), 35° 

(larger than c ) and 20° (around c ). (c) Field pattern at 45° (left: simulation, right: 

measurement), demonstrating the negatively refracted transmission when i c  . The 

white arrows indicate the forward phase propagation directions. 
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Figure 3.4 (A) plots the measured t vs. i  data and compares it with the 

simulated one as well as the theoretical predication. The theoretical curve is calculated 

from Eq. (3-2) where a non-local term 
Gn G  is integrated into the generalized Snell’s law. 

For an incident angle that is smaller than the critical angle c , it can be proven with 

classical diffraction theory that 0Gn  . However, when i c   (the right side of the 

blue region in Figure 3.4 (A)), Gn  will jump to a non-zero value ( 3Gn    for our design) 

as required by the surface momentum matching condition. Therefore, the t  vs. i  

curve exhibits an abrupt change when t  crosses the non-radiating region and a very 

small perturbation of the input signal i  will lead to a significant shift in the output 

signal t . This phenomenon is related to the passing off orders found in diffractive 

grating anomalie (Enoch and Bonod, 2012; Loewen and Popov, 1997). Figure 3.4 (B) plots 

the simulated and measured transmitted field patterns for incident angle of 5°, 20° and 

35°. The measured results are normalized with the maximum amplitude of the 

corresponding simulated value to aid comparison and agreement is obtained. (A small 

side lobe for the 35° incidence case might due to the fabrication defect of the sample.) 

Such extraordinary beam-steering effect is different from other beam forming or 

redirecting methods based on active transducer array (Von Ramm and Smith, 1983; 

Turnbull and Foster, 1991) or passive materials (Lean and Chen, 1979) (including 

metamaterials (Christensen and Garcia de Abajo, 2012; Craster and Guenneau, 2013)). 
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Potential applications include acoustic switching and surface wave sensing (Feng et al., 

2012). It is also worth noting that in the non-local regime (the right side of the blue 

region in Figure 3.4 (A)), the transmitted beam exhibits negative refraction (refracted 

beam is on the same side of the incident beam with respect to the surface normal). This 

is different from the traditional negative refraction phenomena which are usually 

obtained with bulk negative refractive index metamaterials or phononic crystals, our 

metasurface achieves the same effect with the modulation from the subwavelength thin 

interface.  
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Chapter 4 Acoustic Holograms with Metamaterials 

 

Holography is a technique to record and reconstruct the complete information of 

wave fields. Since its birth in the 1960s, optical holograms have been widely applied in 

areas such as volumetric displays, data storage, sensing, and security printing (Collier, 

2013). Different from their electromagnetic counterparts, acoustic holograms are 

relatively less developed in terms of applications. One major restricting factor is the 

limited acoustic properties that natural or traditional materials can offer. To date, most 

of acoustic holographic reconstruction techniques (Dunn et al., 2015) rely on phased 

arrays with large numbers of active elements, requiring sophisticated phase shifting 

circuits, large power consumption and careful calibration and tuning.  

In this Chapter, we demonstrate that by using passive metamaterials as 

subwavelength pixels, holographic rendering can be achieved without cumbersome 

circuitry and with only a single transducer (Xie et al., 2016), thus significantly reducing 

system complexity. The schematics in Figure 5.1 illustrate the concept of metamaterial-

based acoustic holographic rendering. Such holograms can serve as versatile platforms 

for various advanced acoustic wave manipulation and signal modulation, leading to 

new possibilities in acoustic sensing, energy deposition and medical diagnostic imaging. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Metamaterials provide flexible and unusual effective material properties thus 

offer new possibilities of designing and fabricating holograms. Recently a variety of 

electromagnetic holograms based on metamaterials have been experimentally 

demonstrated (Larouche et al., 2012; Ni et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2013; Huang et al., 

2016). While many acoustic metamaterial-based unconventional wave controlling and 

sensing devices have been reported, acoustic holograms based on metamaterials, 

however, have not been reported to date.  

 

FIGURE 4.1: Schematic of holographic rendering with an acoustic metamaterial-based 

hologram. (A) A schematic showing the holographic rendering of a letter ‘A’ with the 

passive metamaterial-based hologram. (B) Comparison between holographic 

rendering with an active phased array and a hologram made of metamaterial-based 

passive phased array, which eliminates cumbersome phase-shifting electronics and a 

large number of transducers. 
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4.2 Design Process of Acoustic Metamaterial-Based Holograms 

A hologram can be realized with pixel-by-pixel modulation of the phase or/and 

the amplitude on the acoustic waves. Here we focus on phase holograms whose 

transmission amplitude is assumed to be uniform over the plane of the hologram. To 

generate the optimal phase distribution of the hologram, the Weighted Gerchberg-

Saxton (GSW) algorithm (Di Leonardo et al., 2007) is modified and used here. A spatial 

impulse response-based acoustic field simulation tool, Field II, is employed to calculate 

the projected field on the image plane and integrated with the GSW algorithm to 

perform hologram optimization. By optimizing the spatial pattern of the amplitude on 

the image plane iteratively, the optimal phase distribution needed for certain 

reconstruction is obtained. Finally, by compensating for the phase differences from the 

point source to the pixels of the hologram, the phase delay for all the pixels can be 

calculated. 

Three numerical tools were employed in the processes of designing and verifying 

the holograms. In the initial designing stage, a spatial impulse responses-based package, 

Field II, was used to implement the GSW hologram generation and optimization 

algorithm. Besides, Finite Element Method-based full wave simulation (with a 

commercial package COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS 5.1 and its Pressure Acoustics module) 

was used to verify the computer-generated holograms. The results of the FEM-based 

simulation were also compared with Angular Spectrum approach-based calculation 
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using a randomly patterned calibration hologram. Excellent agreement was found 

between the simulation results obtained from the FEM-based simulation and that from 

the ASA. Below we will describe the GSW algorithm and ASA in details. 

4.2.1 The Weighted Gerchberg-Saxton (GSW) Algorithm for Hologram 
Designs 

Consider an array of acoustic sources with N  elements, the sound pressure at 

the m-th target ( 1,  2,  ,  m M  ) can be calculated by propagating each source element 

to it: 

2

mn

n

ikd
i

m n

n mn

ckS e
p i a e

d







     (4-1) 

Where na  and n  are the amplitude and phase of the radiating velocity the n-th 

element on the source surface, respectively; mnd  is the distance between the n-th element 

and m-th target;   and c  are the density and sound speed of the background medium, 

respectively; k  is the wave number; S  is the surface area of each element. The weighted 

Gerchberg-Saxton, or GSW algorithm computes the optimal phase for each element, 

while the amplitude is assumed to be uniform on the source plane. 

Expressing Equation (4-1) with matrix notation: P HU , where P  and U are 

the 1M   and 1N  pressure vectors at each target and source element, H  is the 

transferring matrix given by 
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Where 
2

ckS
K




  is considered to be constant since the source surface areas are 

identical. 

We now throw away the constant term K  and na , and the total radiation 

delivered to each target can be simplified as: 

( )n mni kd
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     (4-3) 

Next an iterative process is employed in order to minimize the non-uniformity of 

the amplitude of the non-zero elements on the projected image plane. A weighting 

coefficient mw , thereby, is introduced for each target. The mean amplitude of all the 

non-zero elements on the image plane can be expressed as 
( )
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and the iterative process is as follows: 
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Eventually the optimal solution for the phase of each element can be calculated 

as: 

arg mnikd m
n m

m m

p
w e

p


  
  

  
    (4-4) 

And the convergence criteria is set as 
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4.2.2 Angular Spectrum approach (ASA) of the Holographic 
Reconstructions 

To facilitate the hologram design process and verify the GSW-based designs, 

Angular Spectrum approach (William, 1999) is employed. The complex field of the 

object plane (0 cm behind the hologram, objz z ) was decomposed into components 

with various spatial frequencies, and then propagated to the image plane ( imgz z  and 

30 cm behind the hologram in our cases) by multiplying corresponding phase delay 

terms:  

2 2 2
0 ( )

( , ; ) ( , ; ) x y img objj k f f z z

x y img x y objP f f z P f f z e
  

   , 

where ( , ; )x y objP f f z  is the Fourier component with spatial frequencies xf  and 

yf  in both dimensions on the object plane and ( , ; )x y imgP f f z  is the projected Fourier 

component on the image plane. The complex field on the image plane can be 
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reconstructed by performing an inverse Fourier Transform of all the Fourier 

components. 

4.2.3 Designing Labyrinthine Unit Cells as Wave Modulation Pixels for 
the Acoustic Holograms 

To realize the phase delay profile required by the hologram, we designed a set of 

12 optimized labyrinthine unit cells with gradient transmission phase delays and 

relatively constant transmission amplitudes (see Figure 4.2 for a more detailed 

characterization of this set of unit cells).  

 

FIGURE 4.2: A set of 12 labyrinthine unit cells for the acoustic holograms. (A) A 

computer model of 12 labyrinthine unit cells with their phase delays at 4 kHz 

annotated. (B) The phase profiles for the 12 labyrinthine unit cells over the interested 

frequency range (3 to 5 kHz). (C) The amplitude profiles for the 12 labyrinthine unit 

cells over the interested frequency range (3 to 5 kHz). 

 

The set of 12 labyrinthine unit cells optimized for central frequency of 4 kHz, as 

shown in Figure 5.2, cover 180 degrees of relative phase delay. Two layers of unit cells 

achieve a complete angular coverage of 360 degrees of relative phase change across the 
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hologram. The unit cells are fabricated with acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) 

plastics using the fused filament fabrication (FFF) 3D printing technology.   

4.3 Experimental Design 

The experiment setup to verify the proposed metamaterial hologram is depicted 

in Figure 4.3(A) and 4.3(C). The hologram is mounted securely in an aperture in a large 

sheet of hard paperboard. Since the acoustic impedance of the paperboard is much 

larger than that of air, it is assumed to be acoustically rigid and prevents sound from 

bypassing the hologram. To verify our hologram design scheme and the experimental 

setup, we measured first a randomly patterned hologram and compare the 

measurements with two aforementioned simulation tools. Excellent agreement was 

found between the measured field at 30 cm and those with Angular Spectrum analysis 

(ASA) as well as FEM simulation, as shown in Figure 4.3(D). The agreement 

demonstrates that the design method is effective and the verifying simulation tools can 

faithfully predict the projected field patterns to the extent of even some smaller features. 
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FIGURE 4.3: Experimental setup for measuring the holographic rendering of the 

acoustic metamaterial-based holograms. (A) A photo showing the experimental setup. 

A scanning stage inside an anechoic chamber is employed for mapping the fields at 

certain depths. (B) The photograph of a fabricated hologram that is composed of 512 

unit cells. (C) The layout of the holographic reconstruction system. (D) The simulated 

results of a random calibration hologram with ASA and Finite Element Method 

(FEM)-based full wave simulation, as well as the corresponding measurement. 

 

The acoustic source is a loudspeaker sending out Gaussian-enveloped sinusoidal 

pulses with a center frequency at 4000 Hz towards the hologram. The field mapping 

measurements were performed in an anechoic chamber to prevent the reverberation 

caused by the environment. A Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) microphone 

(ADMP401) was mounted on a two-dimensional linear scanning stage to sweep through 

the spatial grid on the plane of a certain depth, then the relative distance along z 

direction between the hologram and the measurement plane was carefully adjusted 
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manually to obtain the mapped field on the plane at another depth. The acoustic 

pressure at each point is averaged from five independent measurements to reduce the 

noise. Measured field patterns were then obtained from time domain measurements via 

Fourier transform. 

4.4 Measurement Results 

4.4.1 Projecting the Pattern of a Letter ‘A’ 

To demonstrate the capability of our proposed metamaterial-based hologram for 

creating acoustic ‘illusions’ for imagers, we designed a hologram that projects the 

amplitude pattern of the letter ‘A’ in an image plane 300 mm behind the hologram. 

Figure 4.4(A) shows the desired pressure amplitude pattern on the image plane. Figure 

4.4(B) compares the ideal phase, which is calculated with the GSW algorithm, and the 

measured phase right behind the hologram. The measured phase agrees well with the 

desired one, with some small discrepancies that are likely caused by minor fabrication 

defects. Figure 4.4(C) presents the simulated amplitude pattern on the image plane 

according to ASA and the measured pattern, where an ‘A’ is legible. The reconstruction 

quality can be further improved by using larger holograms with larger space–

bandwidth product (i.e. more pixels).  
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FIGURE 4.4: Experimental results of the holographic reconstruction of a letter ‘A’. (A) 

The desired pattern to be reconstructed at the depth of 300 mm. (B) The ideal phase 

pattern designed with GSW method and the actually measured phase pattern 

immediately behind the hologram. (C) The simulated field patterns (amplitude) at 

three representative depths compared to those actually measured. 

 

 

We also note the reconstruction of the design pattern preserves over a relatively 

broad bandwidth. From 3750 Hz to 4500 Hz, the measured amplitude patterns on the 

image plane possess good consistency with the designed ‘A’ pattern as shown Figure 

4.5, indicating an operating bandwidth of more than 18.75% of the central frequency of 

4000 Hz. The relative broad bandwidth is caused by the non-resonant nature of the 

constituting labyrinthine unit cells.  
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FIGURE 4.5: The measured field patterns at different frequencies on the designed 

reconstruction plane (300 mm) for the holographic reconstruction of the pattern ‘A’. 

 

 

4.4.2 Focus Acoustic Power unto Multiple Spots 

Besides projecting a complex pattern, here we also demonstrate that the 

proposed metamaterial-based holograms can be used as advanced holographic lenses. 

Acoustic lensing techniques are indispensable for imaging and energy deposition with 

acoustic waves. Advanced tailored control over multiple focal spots with passive lenses 

may open the door to a large variety of potential applications, such as wireless power 

transfer (Roes et al., 2013), medical therapy (Hill et al., 2004) and neural engineering 

(Hertzberg et al., 2010). 

Conventional acoustic lens designs generally rely on Lens-maker’s formulas or 

diffraction controls (Azhari, 2010) and are thus limited for designing advanced lenses 

with multiple tailored wavefront-shaping characteristics. The design of holographic 

lenses, in contrast, brings about unprecedented degrees-of-freedom in designs to create 

lensing with complex focal patterns. The focal spots are treated as the projected pattern 

and similar procedures can be followed by that for designing a general computer 
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generated hologram. Here we demonstrate that the metamaterial-based holograms can 

be used to achieve such a holographic lensing. Starting from a desired power 

distribution pattern of multiple focal points on the imaging plane (e.g., three focal spots 

with different sizes as shown on the focal plane in Figure 4.6(A)), we can obtain an 

optimized phase distribution for the lens using the same GSW algorithm. Figure 4.6(A) 

shows the isosurface of power and the projected power pattern of 3 energy hot spots on 

the focal plane (300 mm behind the hologram). Figure 4.6(B) compares the simulated 

(with ASA) and the measured power distribution, where three focal points are clearly 

resolved at the expected locations with the one on the bottom right having the smallest 

size. Figure 4.7(A) shows the simulated and measured phase distributions behind the 

holographic lens. Figure 4.7(B) and (C) compare the simulated field patterns obtained 

from Angular Spectrum calculation (B) and the measured field patterns (C) at the depth 

from 100 mm to 300 mm, with 100 mm interval. Excellent agreement between the 

measurements and the simulations are also observed at these depths. 

 
FIGURE 4.6: Experimental results of the holographic lensing of three circular spots of 

different diameters. (A) Illustration of the multiple focus lensing with the 
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holographic lens. The isosurface of power and the projected power pattern on the 

focal plane (300 mm) is calculated with FEM-based full wave simulation. The three 

dashed circles with different radii are the designed focal spots. (B) The simulated and 

measured power distribution patterns at the depth of 300 mm. 

 

 

FIGURE 4.7: The simulated and measured phase distributions of the holographic lens 

and the field patterns (amplitude) at the depth from 100 mm to 300 mm, with 100 mm 

interval, for the multi-focal lensing. (A) The simulated and measured phase 

distributions behind the holographic lens. (B) The simulated field patterns obtained 

from Angular Spectrum calculation. (C) The measured field patterns at the 

corresponding depths. Excellent agreement between the measurements and the 

simulations are also observed at these depths. 

 

We also observed relatively broad bandwidth for such lensing effects. The 

measured focal patterns remain relative constant over the bandwidth from 3750 Hz to 

4500Hz, and all three desired focal spots are clearly identifiable at the designed 

locations, as shown in Figure 4.8. 
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FIGURE 4.8: The measured field patterns at different frequencies on the designed 

reconstruction plane (300 mm) for the holographic lensing of three focal spots. 

 

4.5 Discussions and Future Directions 

While active phased array-based holographic rendering methods allow real-time 

adaptive control over each transducer element, the passive holograms we demonstrated 

here are advantageous for applications where simplicity, robustness and small volume 

are preferred over adaptive control. For example, our hologram, which acts as a plane to 

adjust the phase of the impinging sound, can be adapted to compensate for the phase 

aberration of human skulls for transcranial beam focusing. This could enable precise 

focusing for brain therapy or stimulation without over a thousand transducer elements 

and the same number of dedicated driving channels (Pajek and Hynynen, 2012), both of 

which are very expensive and challenging to construct. Since the desired phase 

correction and the targeted area in the brain can be per-determined, there is no need to 

adjust the sound field/hologram in real-time. For different patients, the hologram can be 

reassembled for achieving the specific phase correction and focal patterns. Another 

example where non-adaptive holographic rendering of acoustic field can be useful is the 
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acoustic tweezers for trapping and manipulating microparticles (Hong et al., 2015; 

Marzo et al., 2015). 

Although in this work we focus on phase-only modulations, complete control 

over both amplitude and phase is possible using labyrinthine metamaterials. With 

advanced manufacturing technologies, the proposed holograms can also be scaled down 

to the ultrasonic range. The underwater version of our proposed metasurface hologram 

would involve more complications but in principle should be possible. We expect that 

the proposed metamaterial-based holograms can become a platform for a large variety 

of wave-based signal processing and modulation functionalities. 

To conclude, we have designed, fabricated, and tested two acoustic 

metamaterial-based holograms. The passive holograms will not only be useful for sound 

field reconstruction, but may also be valuable for various advanced functionalities, such 

as creating acoustic mirages (Layman et al., 2013; Norris, 2009) or illusive objects (Lai et 

al., 2009; Kan et al., 2013), generating radiation force to levitate and manipulate objects, 

serving as wave-based analog computational platforms where acoustic signals can be 

processed directly without digitization (Silva et al., 2014). Such holograms can also in 

principle be applied to the ultrasonic regime if fabrication challenges can be overcome, 

to achieve multi-focal lensing for targeted drug delivery and noncontact tactile display 

and precise neural stimulation. 
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Chapter 5 Computational Acoustic Sensing with 
Metamaterials 

 

5.1 Introduction: Combining Computational Sensing and 
Metamaterials 

Traditional acoustic sensing generally requires acoustic sensor arrays with large 

numbers of elements, as in the cases of beamforming (Brandstein and Ward, 2013) and 

near-field holography (Maynard et al., 1985). The sensing performance metrics, such as 

resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), are directly related to the number of the 

sensors and their spatial configurations.  

Such sensor array-based methods conventionally assume the propagation of the 

signal carriers (e.g.acoustic waves) to be in close-to-homogeneous background media 

(e.g. air, tissue or underwater environment). Degrees-of-freedom of measurements can 

only be created by configuring the spatial layout of the sensor arrays. For example, 

probing of various directions can be achieved with proper time delay profile along the 

sensor array in phase-array beamforming techniques (Brandstein and Ward, 2013). 

Alternative to relying on sensors configurations, the propagation process of the signal 

carriers can also be leveraged to increase the measurable degrees-of-freedom. For 

example, random scattering process can generate abundant spatiotemporal degrees-of-

freedom, which has been leveraged as independent sampling and information 

transmission channels (Lemoult et al., 2009; Mosk et al., 2012).  
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The random scattering-based method, however, is limited in terms of 

applications for several reasons: first, the quantitative modeling of the random scattering 

processes is usually approached by statistical mesoscopic physical models (Mosk et al., 

2012), and system design based on such non-deterministic models can be challenging; 

secondly, the scattering-based devices usually require the overall sizes to be much larger 

than the operating wavelengths and unavoidably lead to bulky device volumes. 

Alternative to random scattering media-based approach, metamaterials, which 

allow wave modulations with unprecedented possibilities and flexibilities, offer remedy 

to increasing sensing capacities without relying on active sensing elements. Desired 

modulations to signal carriers can be achieved within subwavelength scales and the 

effective material properties can be tailored both spatially and spectrally, for specific 

sensing tasks. Figure 5.1 illustrates the concept of multiplexed sensing using 

measurement modes that are spatially complex and spectrally diverse. With similar 

design spirit, an electromagnetic metamaterial aperture has been demonstrated for 

computational radiofrequency imaging with its tailored complex dispersive responses 

(Hunt et al., 2013).  
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FIGURE 5.1: Multiplexed sensing with spatially complex and spectrally diverse 

measurement modes. (A) A measurement mode generated by an omnidirectional 

sensor at certain frequency is radially symmetrical and provides zero angular 

resolvability. (B) Highly spatially complex mode at one frequency. Such modes can be 

generated with carefully designed passive wave-modulating metamaterials. (C) An 

equivalent conceptual illustration of the multiplexing sensing. The ‘pencil beams’ at 

different azimuths in (B) can be illustrated as virtual sensing probes with known 

dispersive modulations in (C). 

 

5.2 Metamaterial-based Compressive Sensor Design 

To achieve efficient multiplex measurements with passive metamaterials, the 

system needs to generate a sequence of measurement modes, which are both spatially 

complex and spectrally diverse. The spatial complexity of the modes is required to 

sample multiple locations simultaneously with the encoded weightings. The spectrum 

diversity is required so that measurement modes at different frequencies can be 

efficiently used as relatively orthogonal sampling functions. Such combined 

requirements on measurement modes can be translated mathematically to a 

measurement matrix with randomized entries and are physically realized with the 

resonances randomized both in the spatial and spectral domains. And we designed our 
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multispeaker sensing system with metamaterials to perform such resonant frequency 

modulations.  

The modulations are produced by arrays of Helmholtz resonators, whose heights 

determine their resonant frequencies. The sensing system we designed is shown in 

Figure 5.2. The single sensor at the center is surrounded by 36 fan-like waveguides that 

cover 360⁰ of azimuth. Each waveguide possesses a unique and highly frequency 

dependent response (two examples are plotted in Figure 5.2 C), which is generated by 

the resonators with randomly selected resonant frequencies. The randomized 

modulations from all the waveguides ‘scramble’ the original omnidirectional 

measurement modes of the single sensor. As a result, the measurement modes are 

complex in both the spatial and spectral dimensions. For example, in Figure 5.2 E, three 

modes measured at different frequencies are shown. Such location-dependent frequency 

modulation provides both spatial and spectral resolution to the inversion task (Aster et 

al., 2013). 
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FIGURE 5.2: Metamaterial-based acoustic sensor. (A) The 0.2-m radius structure of the 

metamaterial multispeaker listener and (B) one fan-like waveguide. (C) The 

frequency modulation of two fan-like waveguides obtained from simulation. (D) 

Fabricated prototype of the listener. (E) Measured amplitude patterns (normalized) of 

the measurement modes at 3,120, 4,320, and 5,240 Hz, respectively. 

 

The complex transmissive modulation contributed by each side branch resonator 
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of sound, dS  the cross-section area of the duct, 2a  is the cross-section area of the 

resonator opening, h  is the height of the resonator and h  is the effective height 

increase due to the opening. The circular imager is separated into 36 sectors with sound 

hard boundaries to ease the forward modeling. Each sector, such as the one shown in 

Figure 6.3, is essentially an acoustic filter network with a predefined randomized 

dispersion. The frequency response from a sound source in the scene can be 

approximated as the summation of the responses of all 

sectors
36
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 r r r , where ( , , )i kG  r r  is the free 

space propagator from the source location ir  to the waveguide aperture ir , ( )iT   is the 

transmissive modulation of the i-th waveguide, ( , )ikD    is the directional factor 

contributed by the waveguide aperture, 0 ( )S   is the spectrum of the source signal, and 

( )a   includes the frequency responses of the sensor and the sources as well as other 

terms that can be factor out of the summation.  
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FIGURE 5.3: The dispersive modulation of a waveguiding sector. (A) A fan-like 

waveguide with one of resonator highlighted. The inset plots simulation result of the 

amplitude of the transmission of the waveguide with only the contribution from the 

highlighted resonator. (B) The band-stop equivalent lumped elements network 

representation of the waveguide. 

 

 

We can describe our sensing system with a general sampling model as g H f , 

where g  is the vector form of the measured data (measurement vector), f  is the object 

vector to be estimated. The measurement matrix H , which represents the forward 

model of the sensing system, is formed by stacking rows of linear sampling vectors (also 

known as test functions (Duarte et al., 2008)) at sequentially indexed frequencies. This 

matrix is randomized by the physical properties of the metamaterials to generate highly 

uncorrelated information channels for sound wave from different azimuths and ranges. 

The level of randomization of the matrix determines the supported resolution and the 

multiplexing capability of the sensing system. 
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5.3 Spatial Localization of Multiple Sources 

In this sensing task, we demonstrate the spatial localization of multiple sources 

with the described metamaterial-based sensing system. Metamaterials are employed 

here to generate spatially complex and highly frequency dependent measurement 

modes to efficiently multiplex signals from the sources at different spatial locations to a 

single omnidirectional sensor. The metamaterial-based physical layer design essentially 

encodes the wave directly without the analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion 

stages and achieves efficient signal multiplex measurements. The sensing capacity of the 

system is no longer restricted by the sensor quantity, thanks to the tailored measurement 

modes. Computational inversion algorithm is used at the signal processing stage to 

reconstruct the spatial locations of the sources.  

5.3.1 Forward Modeling 

The m-th row in the measurement matrix:      

 1 2 3( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )m m m m NR R R R   r r r r  represents the responses at 

frequency m  for all N spatial sampling locations in the scene and it’s defined as the 

measurement mode at this frequency. Stacking the measurement modes at all sampling 

frequencies forms the measurement matrix H , which is a complete description the 

sampling and sensing process and its quantitative characterization provides useful 

metrics about the sampling quality and sensing capacity. Singular value decomposition 

(SVD) can be used to estimate the number of the effective measurements. In the SVD 
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analysis, the measurement matrix H is factorized into a unitary matrix U , a diagonal 

matrix   and the conjugate transpose of another unitary matrix T
V : T H U V . If a 

threshold of signal-noise-ratio is set for the entries on the diagonal of  , a number of 

significant singular values can be defined to quantify the number of the effective 

measurements. Insignificant singular values below the threshold contribute only 

detrimentally to the inverse problem. Figure 5.4 compares the singular values of the 

measurement matrix with metamaterials (for both the measured and the simulated ones) 

and that with bare omnidirectional microphone. If we set the SNR threshold to 100 dB, 

which is typical for most of the commercially available microphones, there are about 20 

significant singular values for bare omnidirectional microphone while the number is 63 

for the case with metamaterials. This indicates that metamaterials render the sampling 

channels more orthogonal to allow more efficient measurements. It is also noted that 

although all 63 singular values are far above the defined signal-noise-ratio threshold for 

both the measurement and simulation, the measured one decays relatively faster, which 

is caused by the relatively lower quality factors of the fabricated resonators due to the 

losses in reality. 
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FIGURE 5.4: Singular values of the measurement matrices for the cases with 

metamaterials (measured and calculated with forward modeling) and without 

metamaterials. 

 

The imager is tested in an empty lab space with an area of about 7.5 m by 9.5 m 

for the spatial localization task. Figure 5.5 shows its experimental setup. Two or three 

speakers to be localized are distributed in a circular scene area with a diameter of 4 m 

and an audio amplifier drives these speakers. During each acquisition, all sources emit 

broadband pulses, which travel through free space and are modulated by the 

metamaterial sensor before eventually being collected by the single sensor as a single 

multiplexed signal. The mathematical forward model of this sensing process can be 

represented as a matrix form equation g Hf  in Figure 5.5 (B), where f  is the vector 

form of the measured scene, H  is the measurement matrix and g  is the measurement 

vector of 63 Fourier components containing multiplexed information from all the 

speakers in the measured scene. At the signal processing stage, the measurement vector 
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g  and the measurement matrix H are passed to an inversion algorithm and L1-norm-

based regularization is used to aid the reconstruction of the non-zero entries of the object 

vector (corresponding to the spatial locations of the sources). Out of 1116 spatial 

sampling points, only two or three entries of the object vector are non-zero thus 

satisfying the sparsity requirement of compressive sensing. L1-norm regularization 

promotes the sparse solution searching and provides high fidelity reconstruction of the 

spatial locations of the sources.  

 

FIGURE 5.5: The multiple sources localization experiment. (A) The experimental 

setup on the floor of an empty lab space. (B) Illustration of the matrix expression of 

the sensing task. g is the measurement vector corresponding to 63 Fourier 

components. H is the measurement matrix projecting the spatial information about 

the sources to the spectrum. f is the object vector where several non-zero entries 

correspond to the spatial locations of the sources. 

 

5.3.2 Comparison of Two Reconstruction Algorithms 

Two algorithms were tested for solving the inverse problem by searching for the 

l1-regularized least squares solutions: l1_ls (Kim et al., 2007), which is based on interior-
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point method; and Two-step Iterative Shrinkage/Thresholding Algorithm (TwIST) 

(Bioucas-Dias and Figueiredo, 2007).  

A series of tests reveal that TwIST, which employs second order iterative 

regularization, shows much lower noise and faster convergence. Figure 5.6 is one 

example that compares the simulated reconstruction results with these two algorithms. 

It is clear that TwIST faithfully reconstructs the three sources, while l1_ls misses one 

source and provides several identifiable erroneous reconstructed sources. Therefore, we 

employ TwIST in this paper as our default compressive sensing algorithm. 

 

FIGURE 5.6: Comparison of simulated reconstructions with two algorithms. 

 

5.3.3 Numerical Study of Spatial Resolution  

Here we study the spatial resolution of the system based on its forward model by 

analyzing a simulated measurement matrix H. The measurement matrix contains the 

frequency responses from all the sampling locations within the sensing area. The 

acoustic resonators simulated here provide resonances ranging from 3 to 6 kHz. The 

simulated sensing area has 27M   sampling points along radial dimension and 31N   
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sampling points along azimuthal dimension and is discretized into 2   2cm    fan 

shaped pixels. Therefore, the simulated measurement matrix becomes M N K H , 

which represents two spatial dimensions and their corresponding K  frequency 

responses in the third dimension. 

Average mutual coherence of the measurement matrix is used here to estimate 

the sensitivity of spatial localization of the system. The mutual coherence between the 

frequency responses of two spatial locations is 

'

a b

ab

a b

h h

h h
  , which is the absolute value 

of their normalized inner product. It estimates the correlation of the frequency responses 

of two locations. The mutual coherence ranges from 0 to 1, with close-to-zero values 

meaning orthogonal responses whereas close-to-unity meaning identical responses.  

Therefore, from the point of view of a sensing system, a lower mutual coherence value 

provides less ambiguity and higher resolution for the spatial localization.  

In this numerical study, the angular resolution and the radial resolution have 

been used to estimate the system’s performance of sound localization. The angular 

resolution analyzes the mutual coherence as a function of the azimuth difference   

between two pixels and averaged across the radial dimension, which can be represented 

as 

'

1

1
( )

M j j

j

j j

h h

M h h





 






   . Figure 5.7 (A) compares angular resolution provided 

with and without the contribution of the acoustic metamaterials. An omnidirectional 
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sensor does not provide any angular modulation and its mutual coherence is unity 

(blue) and has no angular sensitivity. The metamaterial sensor has a local minimum of 

mutual coherence 0.54 at 6  , with an average value 0.62.   Similarly, the radial 

resolution analyzes the mutual coherence as a function of the difference of radial 

distances r  between two pixels and averaged across the angular dimension, which can 

be represented as: 

'

1

1
( )

N j j r

j

j j r

h h
r

N h h








   . The comparison of radial resolution is 

presented in Figure 5.7 (B). Both cases provide a local minimum of 0.1 at 0.06r m  . 

The curve of the case with metamaterials has lower side bands and it average radial 

mutual coherence is 0.24.  
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FIGURE 5.7: Calculated angular (A) and radial (B) resolution with and without 

metamaterials. 

 

5.3.4 Experimental Results 

Figure 5.8 presents the experimental reconstruction of the spatial locations of 

multiple stationary sources. Two and three stationary sources are tested and four 

example reconstructions are showcased in the first row and the second row of Figure 6.8 

respectively. The red dashed rectangles in each reconstruction results mark the true 

locations of all the sources. The size rectangles are enlarged for better visualization and 

the center of the rectangles represents the location of the center of the speakers. Since we 

have approximated the continuous sensing area into discrete sampling grid equally 
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spaced along the azimuthal and radial dimensions, each sampling grid is therefore a fan-

like pixel. The grid at larger radial dimension having larger area merely reflects our 

sampling scheme and does not represent the imaging resolution. In some cases, 

reconstruction at false locations can be clearly observed (e.g. the second reconstruction 

in the first row and the fourth reconstruction in the second row), however, the strongest 

reconstruction overlap well with the ground truth. Therefore, if the prior knowledge of 

the number of sources is added to algorithm and thresholding of the reconstruction 

strength is included, the false reconstruction can be removed in these cases.  

Experimental testing of the spatial localization of multiple moving sources has 

also been performed. The demonstrated reconstruction has a frame rate of 30 frames per 

minute due to the restriction of the data acquisition hardware. The frame rate can in 

principle be improved to at least 10 frames per second in the future. 
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FIGURE 5.8: Experimental reconstruction results for two stationary sources (top row) 

and three stationary sources (bottom row). The dashed red rectangles mark the true 

locations of the sources. The sizes of the rectangles are larger than the actual sources 

for easier visualization. 

 

5.3.5 Numerical Studies of The Sensing Capacity of the Metamaterial 
Sensor 

We also studied the relationships between the reconstruction quality with the number of 

sources, as well as that with the signal-noise-ratio (SNR). The study was performed 

numerically based on the forward model proposed in the previous sections. The results 

are shown in Figure 5.9. The red curve indicates the reduction of total error between the 

reconstruction and the truth (

2

0

1 1

ˆ
r

r

NN

r r

n n



 

 f f ) with the increase of the SNR, while the 
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blue curve plots the degradation of the total error with the increase of the number of 

sources assuming a constant SNR of 20 dB.  

 

FIGURE 5.9: Results of the numerical studies on the relationships between the total 

error and the number of sources, as well as the total error and SNR. 

 

 

In conclusion, we demonstrate the spatial localization of multiple sources using 

the system. By generating randomized measurement modes with more independent 

information channels, the sensing system is able to perform multiplexing measurement 

and computationally reconstruction of the scene with one single sensor and reduced 

number of samplings. The proposed sensing system design method can be potentially 

applied in spatial-aware speech recognition, noise source imaging, and nondestructive 

detection of fabrication defects. 
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5.4 Multispeaker Listening  

5.4.1 Introduction and Motivation 

The ‘cocktail party listening’ problem is inspired by the remarkable ability of the 

human’s auditory system in selectively attending to one speaker or audio signal in a 

multiple-speaker noisy environment (Blauert, 1997; Bregman, 1994). Over the past half a 

century (Cherry, 1953), the quest to understand the underlying mechanism (Bizley and 

Cohen, 2013; Formisano et al., 2008; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012) and build functionally 

similar devices (Rosenthal and Okuno, 1998; Wang and Brown, 2006) have motivated 

significant research efforts.  Designing a ‘cocktail party listener’ that functionally mimics 

the selective perception of a human auditory system has been pursued over the past 

decades. By exploiting acoustic metamaterials and compressive sensing, we present here 

a single sensor listening device that separates simultaneous overlapping sounds from 

different sources. The device with a compact array of resonant metamaterials is 

demonstrated to distinguish three overlapping and independent sources with 96.67% 

correct audio recognition. Segregation of the audio signals is achieved using physical 

layer encoding without relying on source characteristics. This hardware approach to 

multichannel source separation can be applied to robust speech recognition and hearing 

aids and may be extended to other acoustic imaging and sensing applications. 

Previously proposed engineered ‘cocktail party listening’ systems generally fall 

into two categories. The first kind is based on audio features and linguistic models of 
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speech. For example, harmonic characteristics, temporal continuity, onset/offset of 

speech units combined with hidden Markov language models can be utilized to group 

overlapping audio signals into different sources (Wang and Brown, 2006; Cooke, 2005; 

Rennie et al., 2010). The drawback of such an approach is that certain audio 

characteristics have to be assumed (e.g. non-overlapping in spectrogram) and linguistic 

model-based estimation can be very computationally intensive. The second kind relies 

on multi-sensor arrays to spatially filter sources (Brandstein and Ward, 2013). The need 

for multiple transducers and system complexity are the major disadvantage of the 

second approach. 

In this work, we demonstrate a ‘cocktail party’ or multispeaker listening system 

that separates overlapping simultaneous conversations by leveraging the wave 

modulation capabilities of acoustic metamaterials. We demonstrate here that acoustic 

metamaterials can also be useful for encoding independent acoustic signals coming from 

different spatial locations, by creating highly frequency dependent and spatially 

complex measurement modes (Brady, 2009) and aid the solution finding for the inverse 

problems. Such physical layer encoding scheme exploits the spatiotemporal degrees of 

freedom of complex media, which contribute to a variety of random scattering based 

sensing and wave controlling techniques (Fink et al., 2000; Katz et al., 2012; Lamoult et 

al., 2009; Mosk et al., 2012) and a recently demonstrated radio frequency metamaterial-

based imager (Hunt et al., 2013). The listening system we demonstrate here provides a 
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hardware-based computational sensing method for functionally mimicking ‘cocktail 

party listening’. 

5.4.2 Forward Modeling 

A multispeaker listening system should provide information about ‘who’ is 

saying ‘what’. We thus design our sensing experiment as follows: multiple sound 

sources simultaneously emit a sequence of independent audio messages (acting as a 

‘conversation’). Each component of the ‘conversation’ consists of 40 ‘words’ randomly 

selected from a library containing 100 distinct but broadband synthesized pulses. The 

sound waves emitted from the sources first propagate in the free-space and then are 

modulated by the encoding channels offered by the metamaterials, before they are 

collected as a single mixed waveform. In the data-processing stage, the inversion 

algorithm segregates the mixed waveform and reconstruct the audio content of each 

source. The concept schematic of the measurement and reconstruction process is shown 

in Figure 5.10. A Fourier component of the collected signal can be expressed as the 

superposition of the responses from all the waveguides at this frequency: 

36

1

( ) ( )c i

i

P P 


 , where ( )cP   is the response from the i-th waveguide. The measured 

data vector used for reconstruction is  1 2( ) ( ) ( )
T

c c c MP P P  g , and the object 

vector f  is a scalar vector containing N K P   elements ( K  is the number of the 

possible locations and P  is the size of the finite audio library). Because of the sparsity of 
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f  (only several elements are non-zero, corresponding to the activated sources), the 

sensing process is an ideal fit for the framework of compressive sensing.  

 

FIGURE 5.10: Schematic of the measurement and reconstruction process. 

 

Assuming the resonances in each waveguide are distributed sparsely over the 

interested frequency range and only first order filtering responses dominate, the overall 

frequency modulation of a waveguide can be approximated by the multiplication of the 

individual responses of the resonators: ( ) ( )i ij

j

T T  . For a source located at kr , the 

frequency response can be derived by propagating the waveguide responses from each 

waveguide aperture ir  to the source location kr : 

36

0 0

1

( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( , , ) ( ) ( , , )c k i k i i k

i
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  , where 0 ( )S   is the spectrum of 
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the audio signal from the source, ( , , )i kR r r  is the waveguide radiation pattern which is 

mostly determined by the shape of the waveguide aperture, 
| |

( , , )
| |

i kjk r r

i k

i k

e
G r r

r r


 




 is the 

Green’s function from the location ir  of the aperture of the i-th waveguide to the 

location kr . The coefficient ( )a   includes all other factors such as sensor and speaker 

responses that are uniform for different source locations and audio signals. 

Each column of the measurement matrix 
11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

N

N

M M MN

h h h

h h h

h h h

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

H  represents the 

discretized Fourier components of a source emitting an audio message from the pre-

defined library from one of the possible locations in the scene. The number of columns 

of the matrix is N K P  , where K  is the number of possible locations and P  is the 

size of the audio library. An element in the measurement matrix can be expressed as:  

36

1

( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( , , ) ( ) ( , , )mn c m k p m p m m i k i m m i k

i

h P r S a S G r r T R r r     


    (5-1) 
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FIGURE 5.11: (A) Measurement performed in an anechoic chamber. Shown on the left 

is a photo of the metamaterial listener in the chamber and shown on the right is the 

schematic of the setup and two examples of synthesized 'word'. (B) Measured transfer 

functions for the locations of three speakers. 

 

Each row mH  of the measurement matrix represents a test function for the object 

vector at one frequency, since a measurement value in the measured data vector is 

sampled in the way defined by the test function as ,mg  mf H , where the angle 
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bracket indicates the inner product. The randomization of the measurement matrix for 

this sensing system is contributed by the carefully designed waveguide responses 

( )iT  .  

5.4.3 Experiments and Results 

In order to examine the capability of the metamaterial sensing system in audio 

segregation and ruling out other factors such as complex background (which may aid 

the reconstruction if they are well-characterized (Carin et al., 2008)), the tests were 

performed in an anechoic chamber as shown in Figure 5.11. Three independent speakers 

were used as sources to emit ‘words’ randomly selected from the pre-defined 

synthesized library. The measurement vector g  used as the input for the algorithm 

contains 51 complex elements corresponding to the discretized frequency responses 

between 3k Hz to 5k Hz with an interval of 40 Hz. Compared to the 300 source location-

audio pair possibilities (possible combinations of 3 source locations and 100 broadband 

signals), a compression factor of about 6:1 is achieved. L1-norm regularization is 

performed with Two-step Iterative Shrinkage/Thresholding (TwIST) algorithm (Bioucas-

Dias and Figueiredo, 2007) to solve the ill-posed inverse problem. 
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FIGURE 5.12: Reconstruction results for three-speaker conversation. The black 

rectangles are ground truth and the purple color patches indicate the strength of 

reconstruction. Out of 40 time indices, on average 38.67 audios are correctly 

recognized (averaged over three sources) by comparing the audio of the maximum 

reconstructed strength with the ground truth. The incorrect recognitions are marked 

with red arrows. 

 

The results shown in Figure 5.12 exhibit the reconstruction for each source 

location-audio combination, where purpler color indicates higher signal strength. The 

ground truth marked with black rectangular boxes indicate three overlapping 

simultaneous speeches in a ‘conversation’. The average MSE is used as a metric to 
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quantify the reconstruction quality. It is defined as 

2

0

1 1

1 ˆ ( ) ( )
K T

k i k i

k i

t t
KT  

 f f , where K  

is the number of all the possible source locations, T  is the maximum time index, ˆ ( )k itf  

is the reconstruction vector for the k-th source at time index it , and 0 ( )k itf  is the ground 

truth vector for the same source at the time index. In our experiment, the nonzero values 

in the object vector (ground truth) is set to be unity. However, non-unity relative 

amplitudes in the object vector in principle can still be reconstructed by the L1-norm 

regularization inverse algorithm. The metamaterial listener provides a faithful 

reconstruction with an average mean squared error (MSE) of about 0.08. In contrast, 

when the metamaterial coating is removed and only an omnidirectional sensor is used to 

collect the overlapping audio signals, the reconstruction is too poor to provide separated 

information about the sources (MSE = 1.99), which is expected as the transfer functions 

from the source locations to the sensor are less different (or more mutually coherent) 

from each other in the case without metamaterials. If the prior knowledge that each 

source sends out one audio message at each time index is applied, we can define a 

recognized audio by selecting the message with the highest strength for each source at 

every time index. The recognition ratio can thus be calculated as the number of the 

recognized audio over the total number of the audio messages. For the case with 

metamaterials, the average recognition ratio for the three sources is 96.67% while that for 

the case without metamaterials is close to zero. The results indicate that metamaterials 

contribute significantly in creating a forward model that aids the inversion of the sensing 

task.  
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The measurement matrix reflects the physical properties of the sampling process 

(such as the efficiency of phase and amplitude modulations and the spectral responses 

of the measurement). Here we discuss the performance of measurement matrix, 

including the resolution and the stability of the inverse estimation. 

The resolution of the inverse problem is associated to the number of measurement 

N and the sampling efficiency of those measurement modes. In compressive sensing, N 

is less than M, which means the measurement cannot fully recover the scene without 

any prior information. To overcome such limitation, enough independent sampling 

provided by the measurement matrix is required. A quality measurement matrix 

reduces overlapping of measurement modes thus increases sampling efficiency, 

providing an opportunity for a reconstruction to outperform an under-sampled 

measurement. With reconstruction algorithm that uses proper regularization, an ill-

condition compressive sensing might still be able to recover the scene. 

Average mutual coherence is used again to evaluate the independence of the 

modulation channels. The mutual coherence between two modulation channels 
ih  and 

jh  is 

*

i j

ij

i j

h h
W

h h
 . The average mutual coherence can be expressed as 

( 1)

ij

i j

av

W

m m








, 

which represent the average overlap between all modulation channels. The average 

mutual coherence ranges from 0 to 1, with close-to-zero value meaning highly 
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randomized modulations while close-to-unity value meaning highly similar 

modulations. The average mutual coherence for the case with metamaterials is 0.20, 

while that without metamaterials is 0.93. The significantly reduced mutual coherence 

generally indicates high reconstruction fidelity and lower error.  

The noise sensitivity of the measurement matrix can be considered as its 

contribution of noise amplification during the inverse process. Singular value 

decomposition (SVD) can be used to analyze the measurement matrix to estimate the 

performance of the ill-conditioned inverse problem. Since small singular values cause 

the inverse process sensitive to the noise, a stable inverse problem should reduce the 

number of small singular values. One way to evaluate the performance has been 

inspired by the covariance matrix. The variance will be amplified by the sum of inverse 

square of the singular values 
2

1

i is
 . However, in an ill-posed inversed problem, such 

estimation will be dominated by those close-to-zero elements, which reduce the dynamic 

range of the evaluation. Practically, a threshold level can be set for singular value 

spectrum with the measured noise floor. The singular values above this threshold will 

be considered as effective which dominate the sampling process. The number of 

effective singular values can thus provide a metric of the performance of the inversed 

problem. 
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The quality of the measurement modes can be quantitatively described by the 

number of the degrees of freedom (DOF) in both spatial and spectral domains. The 

spatial DOF along a dimension x can be estimated as 
X

x
, where X  is the total range 

and x  is the correlation distance along this dimension. Similarly, the spectral DOF can 

be estimated as 





, where   is the system bandwidth and   is the correlation 

frequency. If we define the correlation range where the normalized correlation 

coefficient drops to 0.5, the azimuth correlation angle is about 8 degrees while the 

correlation frequency is about 80 Hz. This indicates that the number of DOF of the 

azimuth is about 45 and that within the interested spectrum is about 38. More details can 

be found in the Supplemental Materials of (Xie et al., 2015)  

There is a fundamental tradeoff between the quality factors of the physical layer 

modulations, the received signal power and the degrees of freedom. On the one hand, 

the quality factors of the realized system will be lower than the ideal model and will 

thus decrease the DOF as suggested by Lipworth et al (Lipworth et al., 2013). On the 

other hand, the modulations offered by metamaterials are essentially band-stop filtering. 

The higher the quality factors are, the lower the received signals power is. The interplay 

between these aspects needs to be tailored for further optimization of the sensing 

performance. 
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In summary, our proposed multispeaker listening system functionally mimics 

the selective listening capability of human auditory systems. The system employs only a 

single sensor yet it can reconstruct the segregated signals with high fidelity. Passive 

metamaterials contribute to the most of the signal modulation and only minimal 

electronic components are employed, which renders the system highly reliable. The 

system proposed here does not rely on linguistic models or data mining algorithms 

(although it could be combined with such to extend its functionality) and has the 

advantages of low cost and low computational complexity. We also want to note that 

our demonstrated design does not reflect the mechanism of the 'cocktail party listening' 

of human auditory systems, which is far more complicated and involves acoustic, 

cognitive, visual as well as psychological factors (Bizley and Cohen, 2013; Formisano et 

al., 2008; Mesgarani and Chang, 2012). 
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Chapter 6 Discussions and Conclusions 

 

This last chapter discusses several potential future paths for the metamaterial-

based compressive acoustic sensing system. Firstly, the optimization of the forward 

model of the sensing system is a possible future direction: the current prototype 

possesses enough spatial-temporal degrees-of-freedom for the proof-of-concept sensing 

tasks. However, optimization is desired in several aspects. First, we would like to shrink 

the device size relative to the operating wavelengths. The demonstrated system has a 

diameter that is about 5 times of the central wavelength. In order to reduce the system 

size, metamaterials unit cells that resonate at deep sub-wavelength ranges are needed. 

Several potential candidates include metallic sound vibrators and membrane structures. 

Besides shrinking metamaterial unit cell footprints, leveraging the third dimension is 

another remedy for size reduction. Moreover, the optimization of the configurations of 

the resonant metamaterials (numbers, spatial distributions and resonances) is desired to 

improve the sensing performance. An iterative program is needed to search for an 

optimized configuration for the sensing system. 

     Secondly, integrating existing speech processing technologies with our 

hardware-based approach: our current system does not exploit the linguistic 

characteristics or audio features of human speech. Combining more conventional speech 

processing algorithms should bring improvement in performance and enrichment in 
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functionalities. For example, one possibility is to integrate language models such as 

various graphic models into our system (Rennie et al., 2010). The predictions made by 

the language models can be used to generate dynamic measurement matrices for speech 

reconstruction and to enhance the regularization of the inverse problem.  

Another possibility of combining speech processing technologies with our 

metamaterial sensing system is in the speech recognition for moving speakers. The 

spatial movement relative to the microphone is likely to cause the recorded audio to 

have distorted power spectrogram due to several factors (e.g. changes of source 

radiation pattern, free-space propagation, reverberation and interference). Our physical 

layer approach can increase the robustness of speech recognition in this scenario, 

because the spatial information is already taken into account in the forward model of the 

system. Therefore, we can in principle track the location of the sources and transform the 

collected audio signals of the moving sources to undistorted waveforms (as if they are at 

the calibrated static locations) before sending the transformed signal to the speech 

recognition algorithm. The measurement matrix with extra spatial dimensions will, not 

surprisingly, place more stringent requirement on the wave modulation physical layer, 

so the design and fabrication of the metamaterials can be a challenge in this case. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated in the previous chapter an acoustic 

metamaterial-based ‘cocktail party listener’. Results of multiple-source spatial 

localization and audio segregation are demonstrated. We envision that the physical 
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layer-based design approach can be potentially useful for multi-source speech 

recognition and segregation, which are desired in many hand-held, table-top interactive 

devices. Besides, by extending such physical layer modulation approach to other 

applicable frequency ranges, we may expect other acoustic sensing and imaging 

applications such as hearing aid or ultrasound imaging. 
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Appendix A 

The setup of the two-dimensional waveguide acoustic field-mapping 

measurement 

The metasurface was placed in the two-dimensional parallel plate waveguide. A speaker 

array with 18 speakers (PUI AS07108PO-3-R) was used as the source for generating 

plane waves with Gaussian amplitude profile. An audio amplifier (Pyle PCA3) was used 

to power the speaker array. A broadband Gaussian pulse was sent out by the source and 

collected by a microphone and pre-amplified by an embedded op-amp before 

transmitted to the data acquisition interface (NI PCI-6251). The microphone was moved 

point-by-point over the measuring area via the two-dimensional linear stage. In the data 

processing stage, the collected time-domain signals ware Fourier transformed to the 

frequency domain to generate the complex field pattern at certain frequency.  

 

FIGURE A-1: The layout of the two-dimensional waveguide for mapping the acoustic 

field 
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